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Operation return to office and keeping Calm for mental health.
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Curious about the most loved brands in the world? Don’t forget to check out our Brand Love

Story 2021 Report.

Anyone can sign up for this weekly newsletter.

Consumer Insights - Experiencing Spotify like nobody else

Personalization at the forefront. Spotify launched its new feature, Only You, which offers a

new in-app experience tailored to the way each listener streams music through the platform. By

building up on their end-of-year Wrapped experience, Spotify is entertaining its users with

personalized insights about their own taste in music and podcasts.

 
 

From the different categories within the feature, the dinner party tool has been talked about the
most, as users can choose amongst their favorite artists to create personalized playlists.

 

 

Multiple ways to engage. After the launch, many users went to digital channels to discuss their

favorite categories from the Only You feature. Having their listening preferences analyzed, users

can choose among their top artists through the dinner party category and create personalized

playlists. The audio birth chart has gained attention because it reflects an astrological birth chart,

offering a sun, moon and rising artist. Third in popularity was the Blend category, which is

Spotify’s way of adding more social interactions within its platform, allowing two users to mix

their musical tastes and create playlists automatically.

 
 

Selena Gomez shared some stats made by Spotify of how her fans listen to her music, and the
tweet received 68K engagements.

 

 

Selena drove the conversations. Spotify has announced that the Only You campaign will last

one month. To drive people to use the feature during this time, the brand has created sets of

stats for a select group of artists so they themselves can share on social media. One of these

artists was Selena Gomez, who received 68K engagements on her most recent tweet about

the campaign. The approach shows that Spotify is tailoring content for its different users, on the

one hand the listeners, and on the other hand the artists who have their music streaming on the

app.

 
 

Consumer Insights - Operation RTO (Return-to-Office)

Wake me up when September starts. Executives around the world want to bring their teams

together, in a way that many have not seen since March 2020. With restrictions easing as we go

into the summer, companies are looking for the best way to bring employees back to the offices.

From what we have seen, this could prove to be a tricky task.

 
 

Conversations on social media around returning to the office have had a mix of emotions, as
some look forward to it, and others are still hesitant.

 

 

Mixed feelings. Many brands have begun announcing their policy to return to the office after the

summer, and this has been received with a wide range of responses. As shown above, there is

no consensus on the decision to return to the office in person. Some people are feeling nervous

and hesitant about having to sit down near other people, while others feel confident that

companies are taking the right precautions, and therefore ready to walk into the office to meet

their coworkers. With a wide range of experiences in the last year working from home, brands

are having a difficult time creating policies that are well-received by every employee.

 
 

People have continuously highlighted that their work-life balance has improved when working
from home.

 

 

Finding an equilibrium. One of the terms that has been used a lot around this topic recently is

that of work-life balance, especially due to its positive connection to working from home.

Employees have shared that it allows them to develop healthy habits, flexibility in working hours

and even improved their mental health. According to some, returning to the office would affect

their work-life balance, and brands should take this into consideration as it could affect morale,

or productivity moving forward.

 
 

Movers & Shakers - Keep Calm for mental health

Osaka serves a mental health ace. The tennis world was hit with a shockwave last week when

Naomi Osaka announced that she would be withdrawing from this year’s French Open. The

world number two was fined for initially failing to fulfil media duties, but later announced her

departure from Roland-Garros citing mental health reasons. She revealed that her anxiety

struggles were what prevented her from facing the media, and she opted to take a break from

the court and let the focus remain on tennis rather than the controversies surrounding her.

She was mentioned nearly a million times on social media after her announcement, with split

sentiment - negativity towards the expectation of  “unlimited access” from players in their arena,

and positivity at Osaka’s courage to take the “high road”. A number of people, including fans,

sports personalities, celebrities and even brands came out in support of Osaka. One such brand

was Calm.

 
 

The virality map split by sentiment shows how Calm’s support for Naomi Osaka and mental
health generated engagement dominated by positivity.

 

 

#MentalHealthIsHealth. Calm, the app which helps people get better sleep, lowers stress and

anxiety, showed their support of Osaka’s decision by contributing $15,000 to Laureus Sports’

efforts towards mental health. Additionally, they offered to pay any fines for players who opt out

of media appearances due to mental health problems, and match the fine with more donations.

The announcement of their initiative amassed more than 20K mentions and nearly 33%
positive sentiment. The tweet from their official handle went viral with more than 5K
engagements with predominantly positive sentiment, and the #MentalHealthIsHealth in their

followup tweet was the top hashtag also driving positive sentiment as seen in the theme cloud

below.

 
 

Theme clouds show that the top hashtag around Calm’s announcement is
#MentalHealthIsHealth, and is the driving factor for the 33% positive sentiment it received.

 

Thank you, and see you next Wednesday.

 
 
Want to know how social listening will increase brand awareness? Protect your online

reputation? Amplify sales & prove ROI? Take your free Talkwalker demo now!

 
 

G et  m y  f r ee dem o !
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